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February 26, 1969

Miss Caroline Heriot
Loyola University
Law Library
6363 St. Charles Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70118

Dear Caroline:

Many, many thanks for your letter of February 21. You are the only one I have heard from. I knew nothing about Lamar's leaving in June.

As you will note from the enclosed "information memo", Professor Wayne Woody of Tulane is handling arrangements for the Law Teachers Conference. However, in the light of your letter, I wrote Kate asking her to serve on the committee. I then wrote Lamar and asked him to serve until his successor came in. I thought that some of the planning would be done by June and he would help up to that point. As for Madge and Max Dobson - you will note I did not send an info sheet or letter to either. I would like to leave this to you, Kate and Lamar to decide whether you need them or if they would help - apparently Madge wouldn't. Incidentally she is not a member of Southeastern. I had thought this might get her interested, but guess that's out.

I can't tell you how much I appreciate your letter as I was beginning to worry about the time element. I feel that our list of members should definitely be mailed any material that is sent out by the Law Teachers and our program, if not planned as to content, should be included on the Law Teachers program as to time and place if possible. When these mailings go out is up to the Law Teachers so Professor Woody could give you an idea of the timing. They usually send a tentative program out before the final one.

Thanks again for your help and good cooperation and do let me know how your personal plans are working out — not just on account of the meeting — I'm interested.

Sincerely,

Sarah Leverette, President
S.E. Chapter, AALL